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Abstract

This set of articles is the result of a panel held at the 78th annual meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology from April 3-7, 2018, in Philadelphia, United States of America. The title of the panel, during which the four authors presented papers, was “Forced Migration as Liminal Experience: Policy and Agency.” The articles highlight forced migration to the United States, illustrated by Hispanic women without legal immigration status near Chicago, Illinois; resettled Syrian refugees in Austin, Texas; resettled Cambodian refugees living near Mobile, Alabama; Karen refugees resettled near Atlanta, Georgia; and Karenni refugees who were resettled in Omaha, Nebraska. These articles reveal lives of both refugees with legal status and forced migrants without legal documentation. This set of articles also represents national and ethnic groups from Latin America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia, regions with large numbers of forced migrants. The articles focus on the intersection of three concepts with complex and varying definitions: migration, resilience, and wellbeing. These concepts highlight differing social and cultural contexts but also shared experiences and struggles. We briefly describe our understanding of these concepts and then highlight how these are useful conceptual frameworks to see commonalities and differences among the four different case studies.
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The articles also represent national and ethnic groups from Latin America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia, regions with large numbers of forced migrants.

The articles focus on the intersection of three concepts with complex and varying definitions: migration, resilience, and wellbeing. These concepts highlight differing social and cultural contexts but also shared experiences and struggles. We briefly describe our understanding of these concepts and then highlight how these are useful conceptual frameworks to see commonalities and differences among the four different case studies.

Due to the wide range of forced migration experiences of the five groups presented in the articles, we use a very general definition of migration that will be helpful for framing these articles. Conventionally, a forced migrant is considered to be someone who, because of fear of persecution, has abandoned her or his residence in favor of relocating elsewhere, either within or beyond the borders of her or his country of residence (UNHCR, 2018). More specifically, we consider forced migration to be a permanent or semi-permanent movement of persons over a significant distance, having both a chronological and a spatial aspect. Oftentimes, this movement involves the crossing of a geopolitical boundary by one or more persons involved in a change of residence (Kok, 1999, 20; Shaw, 1975). While the conventional understanding of a forced migrant emphasizes the fear of persecution as the central motivation to migrate, we acknowledge that social inequalities threaten the lives of individuals and certain demographic groups, forcing decisions to either remain and endure various forms of suffering or take what they consider to be a less risky option and migrate. While refugees have obtained legal status, undocumented migrants are not legally recognized and protected by the international community. However, refugees and undocumented immigrants share many of the same concerns. In fact, commonalities among refugees and other forced migrants are often more pronounced than are differences.

Survival migration, a more inclusive definition of forced migration, seems more appropriate in discussions of the groups represented in these four articles. Survival migration highlights the conditions under which a person cannot gain access to a fundamental set of basic human rights in his country of origin and must seek those rights in another country. Survival migrants can be defined as “persons who are outside their country of origin because of an existential threat for which they have no access to a domestic remedy or resolution” (Betts, 2013, 23). All demographic groups in the four articles can be called survival migrants. Survival migration can be a form of resilience; however, if the move worsens migrants’ lives, migration cannot be considered successful (Adger et al., 2011).

The articles highlight areas of resilience in the groups described. Resilience has various, sometimes conflicting meanings, but is generally defined as the ability of an individual or community to absorb external stress (Adger et al., 2002) and “bounce back” after experiencing stress (Wald et al. 2006). Stress refers to external factors, such as changes in government policy, civil strife, difficulties to find education and employment, struggles to make ends meet, and difficulties to live according to cultural expectations (Adger et al., 2002). Moreover, resilience is the ability of a group to use its assets to strengthen their physical, behavioral, and social health which allows them to withstand, adapt to, and recover from adversity and successfully interact with others in the host nation (United States Department of Health and Human Services, 2015). However, the dynamic interplay of the social, cultural, economic, and political environments of receiving nations can create a breakdown in communication – making the health and wellbeing of forced migrants a constantly moving target (Choi, 2013; Kandula, Kersey & Lurie, 2004).

Stress negatively affects wellbeing. Resiliency allows a counteraction of that negative effect. Individual and community characteristics, social networks, and available resources can all be
applied to create resiliency (Meadows et al., 2015). Related to such an understanding of resilience are terms such as hardiness, referring to a personality type that can handle stress and strain effectively (Bartone et al., 1989); sense of coherence, denoting how individuals perceive and respond to events in their lives (Antonovsky, 1993); as well as flourishing or post-traumatic growth, highlighting functioning at higher levels and experiencing a greater sense of wellbeing than before the stress occurred (Carver, 1998; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). Survival migrants’ resiliency ultimately influences their overall sense of wellbeing. There is no common conceptualization of wellbeing but most definitions focus on an individual’s or community’s sense of life satisfaction (Veenhoven, 1991). Wellbeing is a multidimensional phenomenon that relates to several dimensions of people’s lives identified by individuals and their communities as essential for them to flourish and fulfill their potential. These dimensions include physical health, psychosocial conditions, social relations, and economic circumstances (Stiglitz et al., 2009; Wiseman & Brasher, 2008).

All of the papers address issues related to resilience and wellbeing. Kohl analyzes the experiences of Hispanic women in the United States. They are without legal status in the United States of America and are under the constant threat of being deported. The fear of deportation and the difficulty to have recourse in the legal system makes them particularly vulnerable. However, the United States of America, recognizing the vulnerability of these Latinas and the need to offer protection, provides a path to legal status and ultimately citizenship in cases of domestic and other forms of abuse. The Latinas, who experienced domestic abuse, must document their abuse and can draw on the support of non-governmental organizations providing legal assistance. The women are often motivated by their concern and love for their children to initiate the application process for legal status. Ironically, the concern for their children frequently traps them in abusive relationships because they do not want to leave the children behind. However, when their children are threatened, they often get the courage to contact support services to help them change their legal status. These Latinas can, after gaining legal status, rebuild their lives without the fear of deportation. They can start a life as American citizens drawing on the support of their social network and services available to them.

The Syrian refugees described by Mzayek have gained recognition and legal status as refugees, opening up the possibility of resettling in a host country. However, receiving recognition as refugees does not necessarily translate to access to needed services. Syrian refugees report that they generally have to wait for long periods of time before resettling in the camps. Mzayek describes these long periods as liminal waiting times that are filled with uncertainty. Syrian refugees have developed a unique set of resilience tactics and strategies to survive and maintain a healthy sense of self and community. After resettling in the United States of America, they met new and different challenges and struggled particularly with being separated from their social networks. They faced a need for cultural and social adaptations. Creating a tight-knit community helped them not only maintain their sense of self and community but also strengthened their resilience when facing various kinds of challenges in adapting to living in the United States of America. Their challenges ranged from individual concerns to broader political changes.

Such challenges are also evident in the voices of resettled Cambodian and Karen refugees analyzed by Lewis and Young. They echo the Syrian refugees’ references to the importance of strong ethnic bonds and communities for rebuilding their lives. Lewis and Young show that lives and needs of resettled refugee families are often shaped by traumatic experiences before and during flight, yet this, along with their will and rights to make decisions regarding their lives, is often ignored. To ensure successful integration of resettled refugees, and improve our understanding of
resettlement, Lewis and Young argue there is a need to focus strongly on the journey from home countries to resettlement, particularly how refugees frame and respond to stressors associated with those journeys. Lewis and Young assert that refugees’ voices bring to light the resiliency of these groups. They describe families’ collective resilience to address their wellbeing. Because it is vitally important to recognize the power of refugees’ stories and explanations of events, Lewis and Young include refugees’ personal narratives describing their journeys, which include fleeing their homelands, living in refugee camps, resettling in the Southeastern United States of America, and rebuilding their lives as refugees in foreign lands.

The Karenni in Rödlach’s article originate from the same nation as the Karen described in the article by Lewis and Young. The Karenni illustrate how challenges become somewhat more manageable and resilience can increase through shared social and cultural networks with other forced migrants and residents at their resettlement site. Rödlach describes how Karenni membership in the Roman Catholic Church, shared beliefs encouraging the provision of support for the marginalized, as well as organizational structures shared with local Catholics and their leadership enable them to access support that might otherwise not be available to them. These factors resulted in improvements in health and wellbeing.

Together, the four articles present the complexity of forced migrants’ resilience and how this resilience influences their wellbeing. All migrants described and analyzed exhibit resilience at different migration stages, however, while they are able to maintain a sense of self and collective identity, some are more successful than others. Every voice is unique; every exertion of power and agency tells the story of resilience and determination. Those who provide services to forced migrants, such as social workers, case workers, healthcare providers, friends, and other community members, become part of forced migrants’ lives. While these new relationships can be nourishing, they can also be stressful, be taxing, and usurp the power of migrants who struggle with myriad transitions in relationships. Relying on others for help as they pursue safety, seek and create a sense of community, and engage in collective responsibility can increase resiliency and wellbeing. Much depends on circumstances, such as legal realities and resources available to them. In other words, an individual’s resilience is strongly dependent on what the international community, national governments, non-government organizations, and communities provide. The current global political climate with nationalistic, populist, and occasionally xenophobic tendencies is likely to further reduce the already minimal support for forced migrants, furthering their existential limbo and reducing their ability to rebuild their lives.
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